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Attenuation Constants of UHF Radio Wavesin
Arched Tunnels
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Abstract -This paper describes the attenuation constants of UHF radio
waves in arched tunnels. In the analysis, a point-matching method is
combined with Muller's method and is applied to determine the propa-
gation constant of the dominant mode.Wecomparethe calculated result
with previous experimental data, as well as that of the experimental
equation and the theoretical result of a circular waveguide having the same
cross-sectional area. Finally, an approximate equation for the attenuation
constant is derived from the point-matching solution so that one can
determine or estimate the value without elaborate calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many studies have been made of the propa-
gation characteristics of radio waves in tunnels in the UHF band.
From the theoretical point of view, tunnels can be regarded as
hollow waveguides surrounded by a lossy dielectric medium, such
as concrete, ground, and so on. In these studies, tunnels are
modeled as hollow waveguides with circular [l]-[3], rectangular
[4]-[5], and elliptical [6] cross sections.

The cross section of tunnels, in fact, is usually rectangular or
arched-shaped. In the case of arched tunnels, a theoretical treat-
ment of the propagation characteristics becomes somewhat dif-
ficult because the boundary does not coincide with a coordinate
surface of an orthogonal coordinate system. For this reason, the
arched tunnel is modeled in- [7] and [8] as a circular waveguide
having the same cross-sectional area. In addition, an experimen-
tal equation for the attenuation constant is derived from experi-
mental results. Also, in [1] and [2], a theoretical calculation of the
propagation constant has been presented according to this idea.
However,there still remains the problem of whether the idea is
correct or not, and, hence, there is a need to verify this result by
another method. Three of the authors presented the propagation
characteristics in arched tunnels [9] by a point-matching method
combined with Newton's method, in which poor convergence of
the propagation constant against the number of matching points
wasobtained. The number of matching points on a half boundary
curve was chosen to be six to agree with the laboratory experi-
mental result for the attenuation constant, without theoretical
verification.

This paper extends the earlier work [9] and presents a new
approximate equation for the attenuation constant in arched
tunnels. The purposes of this study are:

1) to show the validity of the previous number of matching
points in the convergence characteristics by Muller's
method [11];

2) to show how the point-matching solutions agree with the
experimental results [1], [7], [8], and to compare them with
the theoretical results of an equi-area circular waveguide;
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Fig. 1. Cross section of the arched tunnel and coordinate systems.

3) to present a simple and approximate equation for the
attenuation constant based on the point-matching method
so that one can determine or estimate the value with
reasonable accuracy and without elaborate calculations.

II. POINT-MATCHING SOLUTION

Fig. 1 shows the cross section of the arched tunnel to be
considered here. The boundary curve is divided into two parts:
circular (0 '<\q>\ < IT) and straight (|<p| < 0) lines. The internal
region of the boundary is composed of free space with permittiv-
ity à¬0 and permeability /i0, and the external region is composed
of a lossy dielectric medium with permittivity e (c,. = e/c0 rela-
tive dielectric constant), permeability /i0 , and conductivity a.

Here, wepresent a brief summaryof the point-matching method
described in [9]. For the E^ mode, which corresponds to the
dominant mode with horizontal polarization (transverse electric
field is parallel to the j'-axis in Fig. 1), the z-components of the
electric and magnetic fields are written as

CO

£z = E ^w/,(«P/fl)sin(«9)exp[7(wr- /»z)]
«=o

°o à".. . à" . * . -'.

. #*-- L BnJn(np/a)cos(n<p)exp[j(ut-hz)] (1)
n=Q

inside the boundary, and as

E, - E 'c;flJ2)(BP/a)an(«V)exp[;(«/-fe)]
n-0

X- E D,flj2>(W«)co8(ii9)«p[A««-te)] (2)
w=0

outside the boundary, where

  u2=(kt--h2)a2'-'
: V2^(k21-h2)a2
   /C2 = co2e0/i0   kl.** u2cnQ - jutLQo =-kfc

   C* =à¬r->/63C0

(3)

(4)
(5)

h -ft -JOL is the propagation constant, a is the attenuation
constant, and ft is the phase constant. Also, An, Bn9-CH,and Dn
are unknowncoefficients, Jn (x') is the wth order Bessel function
of argument *', and H^(y') is the nth order Hankel function of
the second kind of argument y*. The above expansion may not
be a complete representation of the fields, e.g., the fields may
have to be represented by Bessel functions in the largest circle in
the air, Hankel functions outside the smallest circle circumscrib-
ing the tunnel, and both Bessel and Neumannfunctions in the
in-between medium. However,since the boundary is convex, and
the results to be presented in the next section are reasonable, the
above representation is used here.
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Fig･ 2･ Convergence characteristics of attenuation constant versus number of

matching points by Newton's method.

The matching polntS are Selected symmetrically about the

x一肌is, sincethe cross section is symmetricalabout this axis. The

polntS used to compute the results to be presented in Fig･ 2are

軌=
(〟

-1/2)
〟

打, n-1,2,･･･,N (6)

where N is the number of matching polntS･ By matchingthe
tangential field componentsalong the boundary at the equl-angu1
1arpolntS, 4N - 2 simultaneous homogeneods linear equations

are obtained in a matrix form as

[Q][T] -0 (7)

where [T] is column matrix of coefficients An, Bn, Cn,and Dn.

The
propagation constantsthen canbe found by searching for

the zeros of det[Q]･ In a similar manner, the a-et[Q]for the E.ul

mode corresponding to verticalpolarization (transverse electric

field is parallel tothe x-axis in Fig-･ 1)E,Can be
obtained by

interchangingsin(叩)and cos(nq,) in (1)and (2)with each

other.

Calculations were camied out based on Newton'sand/or the

Secant method･ in
which the complex variable u was adopted for

the root of det[Q] = 0 instead of the normalized propagation

constan,t [10]･Asa numericalexample, the attenuation constant

against matching points N is shown ih Fig. 2. Thoughpoor
convergence is seen in Fig･ 2, six matchin皇polntS,

have been

adopted for the succeeding calculations, because the value of the

attenuation constant at-N- 6
agrees well with the result of a

laboratory
experimentand is close to the average value at N = 5

to ″≡ll.

We reex皿Iinedthe convergence properties by'other methods
in order to improve血eⅡl･ One皿etbod is to select the matcl血g

points at intervals equidistantalong the bohndary･Another is to

use Muller's method [11】.instead of Newton's to search for the

zeros of the det[Q].
Fig･ 3 shows how the convergence property canbe improved in

comparison with the one in Fig･ 2･ Muller's
method is superior to

Newton's method for this type of problem･Anequidistant method
seems to be betterthananequ1angularone. Attenuation con-

staLntS by both sampling methods converge to a constant value at
N>=11,

and the value at N=6 isalmost the same as the

asymptotic value at N≧11. Hence, it is confirmed that the

number 6 of the matching point has been appropriate for calcula-
tions.
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Fig･ 3･ Convergence characteristics of attenuation constant versus number. of
matching polntS by Muller's method.
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Fig1 4･ The tunnel dimensions under measurement and equlValent dimen-

sions of arched tunnels considered here.

ⅠⅠⅠ.CoMPARISON WITH ExpERIMENTAL RESULTS

We calculated the frequency characteristics of the attenuation

constants in severalarched tunnels in
order to compare the

results of the point-matching solutionwithprevious experimental

results [1】,【7],[8]･The tunnel dimensions
under experiment are
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shown il- Fig･ 4･ The equivalent dimension
parameters, radius a,

and angle 0 of the arched tunnel considered here are derived

rron- thewidth and height of these tunnel.6in Fig. 4 so that they

nlaV have the same cross-sectionalarea, i.e.,

a
- 2･95 m. 0 -64.lo for(a) Suikai1tunnel,

u-3･43m. 0=62･6o for(b) Sekiyamatunnel.

a-4･98m, e-62.lo for(c)Haヱakatunnel.

It is noted that the shape difference between the actual cross

section and the present archcd shape is very small･

Fig･ 5 shows both the tbeoretical and experimental results. The

ca一culated results are inversely
proportional to frequency squared

in the UHF band and agree wellwith experimental data･

IV. CoMPARISON WITH THE RESULTS OF EQUT^REA

CIRCtJlノAR TtTNNEI-S

An approxinlate equation for the attenuati()n constant in arcked

tunnels has been presented by Chiba [7] from the result or

experiments･ Tn formulatingthe
equation, the arched tunnel is

modified as a circular WaVegu]'de whose radius is chosen so that

the cross-sectional areas are equal to each other･ The equation is

gwen in a simple form in the frequency range of 150･-800 MHz.

i.e.,

a-1460f
(dB,k-) (8)

where A is the free-space wavelength and r is the equ)valent

radius of the circulararea (2.65 m < r < 4.2 m).
According to (8),the attenuation constant is proportional to入2

and inversely proportionalto r3･ Thus, we examine the validity of

the experimental equation by the point-matching solution･As

seen from Fig1 5, under the condition that r is somewhat larger

than A, the wavelength dependence applies･ We calculated the

attenuation constant as a function of radius a in order to verify

the dimensional dependence･ Fig･ 6 shows the result for a

frequency
of 8(X) MHz, and.shows that the attenuation constant
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is inverse)y proportionalto a3･ From Figs･ 5 and 6, the experi-

mentalequation is confirmed to be appropnate as far as A and r

are concemed.
Equation (8),however, lacks information about polarization.

This situation is the same for the circular tunne)s. There are two

domir)aJlt modes in arched tunnels corresponding to horizontal

and verticalpdlarizations as mentioned in the pr占vioussection. It

is necessary here to
verify whether or.not the attenuation con-

stant in an eqularea Cifcular tunnel is the same as inanarched

tunnel･ In this sense, the attenuation constants of the Elhl and the

EIL'1 modes, shown in Fig･ 7 as a function of angle
e, are

compared with the attenuation constantgiven by (8)and
the exact one of the correspondi喝do皿inant EⅢ11 mode in

the equiarea circular tunnel [3]･It is seen from Fig. 7 that the
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Fig. 8. Tunnel dimensions: width dl. height d2･

attenuation constantgiven
by (8)almost agrees withthat of the

Elhl mode. Hence, (8) is valid approえimately
for horizontal

pola血ation cba∫actedstics in arcked tunnels･

On the other band, the exact attenuation constant of the EHll

mode
inaneqularea Circulartunnel is larger thanthat of the Elhl

mode and is smaller than that of the Ef71mode. Thoughthe value

for the EHll mode is closer tothat of the Elhl mode thanEIL'1

mode, the differencesamong the theoreticalvalues of these

modes become larger as the angle ♂increases･ This means, i皿tbe

strict sense,that the idea of eqularea leads to errors･ Disagree-

ment between these values seems to be caused by the effect of

tunnel dimensions relative to the wavelength according to polari-

zationand materialconstants of the externalmedium. We will

derive a new approkimate equation in the next section based on

the point-matching solution, taking account of these effects･

V. NEW AppROXIMATE EQUATION

The attenuation constant, 1n general,
is a function of tunnel

dimensions, frequency (or wavelength), poladzations,
dielectdc

constant,and conductivity of the extemalmedium. For UHF

waves in a tunnel environment, the tunnel dimension is somewhat
larger thanthe free-space wavelength･ And the imaginary Part Of

the relative
dielectric constaht in (5) may be neglected. This

condition
is applied to determine血e propagation characteristics

in rectangular tunnels [4L where the approximate equation for the

attenuation constant is glVen. We rewdte the equation as follows･

For the dominant Elhl mode with
horizontal

polarization

ah
- 4･343^2

(rl
.

1

(dB/m) (9)

and for the dominant Ei'1mode with verticalpdlarization

αl, - 4･343入2
1 (′2

(dli/m). (10)

where <,i is the relative dielectric constant of side walls, <,2 1S

the relative dielectric constant of lnoor and roof,and dl and d2

are the widthand heightof tunnels,respectively･
A similar result ba£ been presented in circular dielectdc wave-

g山des analyzed for the opticalspectrum region [12],i･e･,

a= 5.09^2
e, 1

(dB/m) (ll)

where
d - 2d is the diameter

of the circular waveguide.

One cansee that_the above equations (9)-(ll) are in the same

form except for the numericalc?efficients, even thoughthe cross

sections are different. Therefore, we assume the same form of

attenuation con-stant in arched tpnnels with Kh, K., instead of

c6rresponding npmericalcoefficients
in (9)-(11)･

For the Elhl made

ah
= Kh^2

亡r 1

(dB/m) (12)
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Fig. 9. Numericalcoefficient versus tunnel dimension･ (a) Kh, (b) K,.A
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and forthe El('l mode

1 <,

717

(dIVm) (13)

where dland d三are the maximum width and height,respec-
tively, as shown in Fig･ 8･

If the above equations holds true in the UHF band, the

numericalcoefficients K/.and Kt, must be?onstant and indepen-

dent of dl, d2, A,and (,･ In this sense,wecalculated
Kh and K,,

by the point-matching method as functions of dl/A, d2/A, and

(,･ These values are shown in Figs･ 9 and lO･ It is seen in these

figures that Kh and K(, approach constant values as dl/A or

d2/入increases, and that Kh and K., are indepdnent of e,

((, > 5)･This means that the equatio_n holds under the cわndition

that the widthand height of a tunnel are larger thanabout four

ti血es the free-space wavelength.

The nilmericalcoefficient畠Kh and K.= on the other hand,

depend on the cross-sectionalshape or aspect ratio dl/d2･ For

most arched tunnels, the aspect ratio dl/d2 is in the range

1.3-1.6, or the angle 0 in the 60o-80o (range)/The values of Kh
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【12] E. A. J. Marcatiliand R. A. Schmeltzer, "Hollow metallic and dielectric

waveguides for long distaLnCe OPticaltransmission and lasers," Bet/ Syst.

Tech･ J･, volt 43, pp. 1783-1809, July 1964.

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

dl/dz

Fig･ Ill Numericalcoefficient versus aspect ratio of the arched tunnel･

and
Kv are calculated in Fig･ ll as afunction of aspect ratio

dl/d2.

ⅤⅠ. CoNCLUSION

We have presented the attenuation constants of the domin皿t

modes corresponding to horizontaland verticalpolarizations of

the electdc丘eld in a∫血ed tunnels based on the point一皿atcbing

method combined with Muller's method. The calculated values

agree well with experimentalresults,and the vahdity of the

previous experimentalequation is confirmedtheoretical1y for the

bo血ontally pola血ed Ⅱ10de･
Then, due to也e fact that the

difference in the attenuation constant between rectangularand

circular tunnels is expressed only by a numericalcoefficient
in

the approximate equations, we derived a similar equation for

arched tunnels based onthe point-matching solution considering

polarization characteristics･ The resultant equation can be used

directly to detemine or estimate the value for UHF radio fre-

quencies･
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